Are your top two enterprise applications truly integrated? If you are manually re-keying data between your PLM and ERP systems, you risk introducing error. This reduces the quality of data and increases organizational inefficiencies and costs.

Eliminate these risks with iLink, the PLM adaptor for ERP. iLink provides real-time, bidirectional communication with any PLM system. It notifies you of issues and streamlines your operations with seamless, automated integration of ERP and PLM.

**iLink Benefits**

- Improved data quality and accuracy
- Reliable closed-loop transaction management
- Better adherence to design intent and customer requirements
- Low cost, fixed priced product and deployment
- No cost upgrades

**Any PLM System**

- Parts Master: Parts, Revisions, Categories, Attributes, Lifecycle
- Manufacturers' Parts: Approved Manufacturer / Supplier Parts
- Bill of Materials: BOMs, Substitute Comp, Reference Designators
- Change Orders: ECO/MCO/SCO Affected Items, Comp, Effectivity Dates
- Product Quality Records: Non-Conformances & Customer Product Issues
- Item Master
- Item Branch
- Purchasing
- BOM
- ECO
- Order Management
- Quality
- CRM
Simplifying PLM and ERP Integration

Birlasoft’s iLink Synchronizes:

- Bill of Materials
- Items and Revisions
- Engineering Change Orders
- Manufacturers and Manufactured Parts
- Product Quality Problem Reports
- Configurator
- Demand Planning

Key Features of iLink:

- Supports major PLM systems
- No additional hardware required
- Bidirectional - not just an Item/BOM/Change push
- Integrate multiple PLM instances with a single ERP instance
- Built with native ERP system technology
- Uses standard application API’s to ensure compatibility with future upgrades
- Dynamic mapping - interface fields can be edited without changing code

Integration Solutions

Made Possible by iLink

Enterprise Quality Management:

Integrated Business Planning

Enterprise Cost Management

Enterprise to the Power of Digital™

Birlasoft combines the power of domain, enterprise and digital technologies to reimagine business processes for customers and their ecosystem. Its consultative and design thinking approach makes societies more productive by helping customers run businesses. As part of the multibillion diversified CK Birla Group, Birlasoft with its 10,000 engineers, is committed to continuing our 150 year heritage of building sustainable communities.